
Model Maintenance

Cause Model Fund Updates

Two funds will be replaced in all of the cause models beginning on August 1st:

1. iShares ESG Advanced (DMXF) will replace iShares ESG Aware (ESGD). The new fund has
more stringent ESG screens that are better aligned with the Nuveen funds used in the
domestic equity of the cause models.

2. Vanguard ESG US Corporate Bond (VCEB) will replace iShares ESG Aware (SUSC). This option
is tracking the same index but is 6 basis points cheaper.

No action is required from advisors or clients.

Risk Scores

Within the new rollout of Element, there have been slightly different risk scores applied than used
previously.

While equity exposure may be similar, risk scores will now consider that the equity itself is slightly
different depending on tilts within the model. Core 100% Equity is set up to tilt away from the
market to small-value. Tracker 100% Equity and Kick Start 100% Equity on the other hand are much
closer to market capitalization without the tilts that Core has. The result is that the risk score will be
slightly higher when there is a small-in-value tilt in the model.

Scores are all based on past performance rather than expected future returns.

Tax-Loss Harvesting

Previously, wash sales were limited to looking on an individual SSN basis. Now, all accounts within a
household will be considered when protecting against wash sales.

Talk to our team if you have any special or advanced scenarios, such as irrevocable trusts.

Portfolio Comparison Tool

You can now compare existing accounts to proposed accounts in the model assignment area of
Element.

The tool provides an allocation and holdings comparison by asset categories, asset classes, sector
allocations, and geographic allocations to visualize what might be changing under the proposal. You
can also see a risk comparison and stress test comparison here with numerous performance
metrics.



Tech News: Benjamin Update

Benjamin is a third-party business support system driven by AI that was used to provide advisors
with real-time updates about account funding and other important notifications.

Earlier this year, Benjamin experienced an outage that they will not be repairing for our version of
the software. The XYIS team is taking this opportunity to reassess the needs of advisors to
determine the best solution given the options available.

Market Commentary

Mario will provide market commentary on the XYIS Quarterly Webinar on Tuesday, July 19th with a
full hour of discussion and takeaways. We will also provide the webinar slides and a whitepaper after
the webinar.

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_j9IyRFF3T_OD4MVdm5WLTA

